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Pick number two for today is Fantom (FTM)

Having Just peaked over the hill of $30 Million Market cap I feel this
project has only just begun to show its full potential.
The project has also launched something they call Fluid Staking which
involves higher rewards for longer lockup periods.
They have also teamed up with OKEx exchange to allow the exchanges
OKB token to join Fantom’s DeFi ecosystem fTRADE which supports 176
tradeable synthetic assets already, so listing the OKEx token will unlock
increased utility for OKB holders.
It is listed on 6 exchanges with most trading activity on Binance.
We can see that after the market crash the price has climbed back up
remarkably well showing strength, which looks to continue in 2020 with
a recent price hike of 19.91% bringing the token up to $0.01469519.
The 6 month Trading Analysis chart shows the MACD, RSI well into the
into the bullish zone with bolume dropping and Bollinger bands making a
pincer which indicates another big move may be incoming.
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A good sign that interest in the project is growing is the changing value
of holders from whales to retail etc as can be seen in the pie chart
below.

The project is obviously gaining traction, no doubt due to (as previously
mentioned) the rise in interest in all Defi Projects. Also long term hodlers
are increasing month on month compared to short term traders proving
that sentiment is very good long term from investors for the
developments Fantom is offering and the project looks to be gaining
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strength as it moves into Qtr 3 ad 4 of 2020.

A DAG based smart contract platform Fantom is a blockchain ecosystem
designed to help users focus on real-world solutions to real-world
problems, with no compromise. But what does that mean exactly and
how does that affect potential investor sentiment?
Well it seems they are building valuable partnerships around the world,
including Afghanistan whose Ministry of Health is building its Smart
Medicine pilot program with Fantom.
In the last month or so Twitter Sentiment has climbed significantly.
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Contributions to the Fantom Github continue to increase at a steady rate
showing strong development from the team which should add value to
the project in the eyes any prospective investors.
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Finally it can be seen very clearly in the graph below that the vast
majority of Fantom Hodlers are in profit which is a rare sight. This
performance seems set to continue as the project develops and gains
traction within the Defi space and builds more substantial partners.

Fantom are developing a suite of Decentralized Finance (“Defi”) tools:
FTM as a collateral to generate stablecoins and different Synthetics.
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This will allow users to access these assets across a variety of different
applications (ranging from finance and payment services) while utilizing
fast confirmation times.
They are also expanding Fantom technologies into Education, Industry
and Health Solutions into various countries such as: Australia,
Afghanistan, India, South Africa, England, Zimbabwe, United Arab
Emirates and the United States of America.
All in all Fantom looks like a healthy Low Cap Crypto project with its eyes
firmly set on expanding its network potential and in my opinion has
great R.O.I. potential.
For more information on the Fantom Foundation (FTM)
Official Email Address: contact@fantom.foundation
Official Website Link: https://www.fantom.foundation
Official Discord Discussion Group: https://discord.gg/6V42Gs8
Official Telegram Announcements Channel:
https://t.me/fantomfoundation
Official Subreddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/FantomFoundation/
Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/FantomFDN
Official Medium: https://medium.com/fantomfoundation
Official Github: https://github.com/Fantom-foundation
Official YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/c/fantomfoundation
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